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1ST LESSON: REVIEW REGULAR VERBS
- Review Activity: Dates, Time, and Prices
- Review 3 groups of Regular Verbs: -AR, -ER, -IR
- Activities: conjugation, video: listening and completing, formulating questions,
conversation, presentation.
2ND LESSON: STEM-CHANGING VERBS -O > -UE I
- Review Activity: Verbs SER vs ESTAR
- Stem-changing -O > -UE: model verb, conjugation, verb list and meanings.
- Expressing Requests and Abilities: Verb `Poder´ (Can)
- Activities: writing verbs, conjugation, reading examples, making requests,
translating questions, conversation.
3RD LESSON: STEM-CHANGING VERBS -O > -UE II
- Review Activity: The Family > Possessive (my, your, his, her, our, their) and
Descriptions.
- Reviewing and Practice Stem-changing verbs –O >-UE
- Activities: conjugation, describing pictures, translating questions,
conversation, song and listening.
4TH LESSON: STEM-CHANGING -E > -IE I
-

Review Activity: The Weather and the Cloth
Stem-changing Verbs -E > -IE: model verb, conjugation, verb list and
meanings.
Expressing Wishes, Preferences, and Opinions: Verbs `Querer´ / `Preferir´ /
`Think´ (Want/Prefer/Think)
Activities: writing verbs, conjugation, examples, expressing wishes,
translating questions, conversation.

5TH LESSON: STEM-CHANGING -E > -IE II
- Review Activity: Idiomatic Expressions with `Tener´ and `Hacer´+ `Tener que´
- Reviewing and Practice Stem-changing verbs -O >-UE + -E > -IE
- Activities: conjugation, matching sentences, conversation: wishes and
preferences, presentation.
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6TH LESSON: STEM-CHANGING -E > -IE III
- Review Activity: Verb `To go´, future plans
- Expressing Opinions: To Think VS To Believe
- Activities: conjugation, conversation: expressing opinions and presentation,
song and listening.
7TH LESSON: STEM-CHANGING VERBS -E > -I
- Review Activity: Demonstrative Pronouns (this, these, that, those) + Place
Prepositions
- Stem-changing Verbs -E > -I: model verb, conjugation, verb list and meanings.
- Expressing Demand and Orders: Verb `Pedir´ ( Ask for, Order)
- Activities: writing verbs, conjugation, reading examples, expressing demands,
translating questions, conversation.
8TH LESSON: ALL STEM-CHANGING VERBS
- Review Activity: The food
- Reviewing and Practice Stem-changing verbs -O >-UE + -E > -IE + -E > -IE
- Practice: conjugation, video and listening, role-game: writing a menu, ordering
food in the restaurant.
9TH LESSON: STEM-CHANGING VERBS + SITUATIONS
- Review Activity: Translations
- Reviewing and Practice Stem-changing verbs -O >-UE + -E > -IE + -E > -IE
- In the cloth shop: vocabulary, role game, conversation.
- In the food shop: vocabulary, role game, conversation.
10TH LESSON: REVIEW> Refreshing all course content through activities
Please Note:
At the beginning of each lesson we review, practice and consolidate previous
knowledge.

This syllabus includes an illustrative content. Depending on the group´s
dynamic this content could be slightly reduced or extended.
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